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E
merging financial markets
have had a miserable two-and-
a-half years since the US
Federal Reserve signalled the
beginning of the end of 

its quantitative easing pro  gramme.
JPMorgan’s emerging markets local
currency rates index has lost a third of
its value since April 2013.
Investors, however, are well-schooled

in watching disaster turn to recovery 
in emerging markets. Rouble-
denominated Russian gov ern ment bonds
lost 60 per cent in dollar terms in the 
13 months to January this year amid a
plummeting oil price and the escalating
conflict in Ukraine. In the next three
months, though, they returned 59 per
cent.
Looking further back, a basket of

Asian currencies caught in the crisis of
1997 lost 30 per cent of its value by the
end of that year. Within nine months, all
those losses had been retrieved — a 43
per cent return for those clever or lucky
enough to invest in January 1998.
In 2001, Argentina stepped away from

a dollar peg and the peso dropped from
parity to 4 per dollar. But the triple-digit
local interest rates rewarded brave
buyers in March 2002 with a doubling in
the value of a dollar invested within five
months.
In policy terms, hyper aggressive

monetary policy seems to play a major
role in squeezing domestic financial
players out of foreign cur rency positions.
From Asia in 1997, through a 4 per cent

jump in Brazilian interest rates in 1999,
to the midnight moves higher in Russia
and Turkey last year, currency recovery
is usually heralded by aggressive rate
rises.
On the other hand, capital controls

that are draconian enough to be effective
also risk cutting off the country from
external finance, while more modest
measures have repeatedly proved
ineffective. In May 1997, the Thai
govern ment used adminis trative
restrict ions against a speculative attack
on the baht. The resulting squeeze had
died out, and the currency was devalued
within two months.
Similar attempts elsewhere have fared

little better, and currency intervention
seems to have an equally in auspicious
history. As Russia discovered in
December, financial markets use the
falling level of foreign exchange reserves
as a handy indicator of the intensity of
the problem.
Russia had more luck applying

reserves where they would help most —
relieving the dollar shortage for
corporate debt repayments. Foreign
currency repurchase agreements offered
cheaply helped steer the country
through December. Brazil has just
opened a similar facility.
For the rebound to occur, investors

need signs that a stabilisation is possible,
not that it is already happening. Russia
did not need an end to sanctions or
rebound in the oil price, any more than
Asia needed full repair of its banking
system. In Asia in 1997, currencies
turned a full quarter or more before
activity bottomed; the rouble appears to
have turned, whereas Russia is still
contracting.
But we should not discount the role of

luck. Emerging market currency
weakness over the past two years was
driven almost entirely by dollar strength,
and the dollar rallied as much against its
developed market counter parts as it did
against EM currencies.
The good news for emerging markets

is that the inverse is also true. Since
2003, EM currencies have gained in
almost 90 per cent of the months in
which the dollar index, which measures
the currency’s value against a basket of
its peers, has weakened. An EM currency
rally is never more than a few months of
dollar weakness away.
For sustainable growth, EM currencies

need a turn in the global industrial
production cycle to support commodity
prices. Global industrial production
growth has been weak thus far in 2015,
dragged down by developed markets in
the first half of 2015 and by China in the
current quarter. There are already signs
that the policy stimulus in China might
be gaining traction, and resilient demand
in the developed world should support a
production rebound in the fourth
quarter.
At current levels, EM bond yields are

attractive and by most measures EM
currencies are cheap. For EM currencies
to stabilise, however, capital inflows
must resume: for this, a strong monetary
response and targeted intervention
would be an effective way to raise the
attractiveness of EM assets and lower the
risks of a dollar shortage.
In the meantime, the optimal strategy

looks to be to cherrypick among over -
shooting currencies, such as Brazil’s real. 
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